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SUMMARY 
The relative flow of a homogeneous, slightly viscous fluid in a rotating cylinder is induced by differential 
rotation of the bottom disk, on which a thin circular strip of small height is fixed. The axis of symmetry of 
the strip coincides with the rotation axis of the cylinder. 
At the strip a Stewartson layer exists which is partially free, partially attached to the strip. The structure 
of the Stewartson E I/l-layer (E being the Ekman number) is not affected by the height of the strip, but the 
E 1Ddayer problem has to be solved in the two separate intervals. The fact that both solutions do not match at 
the strip edge necessitates the presence of an intermediate r gion that exhibits ome characteristic features of 
an Ekman layer. 
1. I n t roduct ion  
In recent years, partly stimulated by applications in oceanography and meteorology, there has 
been considerable interest in relative flows in a rotating system driven by the differential ro- 
tation of  some cylinder part. At sufficiently small values of the differential rotation the flow is 
one of almost rigid rotation and can in a number of situations be studied analytically. A central 
phenomenon is the axial shear layer, first studied by Stewartson [7], which possesses a complex 
multi-layered structure. Such shear layers may be free, as in the work of Stewartson [7, 8] and 
Moore & Saffman [6], or attached to some solid boundary. Foster [2, 3] has considered the 
structure of a Stewartson layer that is partially free, partially attached to a solid boundary. In 
Foster [2] the Stewartson layer was induced by the differential rotation of  a circular cylindrical 
depression in one of  two rotating parallel planes. In many practical situations obstacles occur 
on one or both of the horizontal disks. Boyer [ 1 ] has studied bottom topographies where these 
obstacles have lateral dimensions of the order of magnitude of the cylinder adius. In technical 
situations often one of  these dimensions i small: barriers or strips on the bottom of centrifuges 
or mixers. 
In a program set up to investigate the effect of such strips or barriers we found that a 
number of  new and complicated problems arise, in particular when the flow looses axial sym- 
metry. In order to analyse one of  these problems, viz. a shear layer which is partly free, partly 
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attached to a strip, while keeping the flow axially symmetric, we consider the situation shown 
in Figure 1. 
An incompressible, slightly viscous fluid is contained in a right circular cylinder rotating 
about its (vertical) axis, while the bottom plate of the cylinder otates with a slightly different 
angular velocity. L and HL denote radius resp. height of  the cylinder. On the bottom disk a thin 
circular strip with radius aL and height hL is fixed, its axis of symmetry coinciding with the 
rotation axis of the entire system. The thickness 8 of the strip is assumed to be small (8 << h). 
In the following analysis we shall use non-dimensional cylindrical polar coordinates (r, 0, z), 
with corresponding velocity components (u, v, w). We confine ourselves to the case that the 
bottom rotates at speed I2, while the remainder of the cylinder has angular velocity I2(1 + e) 
with 0 < e << 1. The pertinent Rossby number of the flow is e, and for sufficiently small e 
nonlinear effects can be neglected. Further we consider the flow in the limit E ~ 0. 
The governing equations with the general boundary conditions for the flow problem are for- 
mulated in Sec. 2. In See. 3 we present he solutions for the fluid motion in the interior regions 
l l  (0 < r < a, 0 < z < H) and 12 (a < r < 1,0 < z < H) in which the flow is geostrophic. As 
usual, Ekman layers occur on both top and bottom plane, which are also dealt with in Sec. 3. 
On the vertical cylinder wall (r = 1) a Stewartson layer is present, the analysis of  which is 
straight forward, and will be omitted here. Another Stewartson layer exists near the cylindrical 
plane r = a, 0 < z <H which forms the boundary between both interior domains I1 and/2 .As 
will be discussed in See. 4, this shear layer exhibits some interesting new features, because for 
h <z  <H it is free, while for 0 <z  < h the layer is attached to the solid strip boundaries 
r = a-  and r = a ÷ (see Figure 2). In this sense our problem is related to the study of Foster [2]. 
The difference lies in the fact that the attached shear layer consists of two separate parts, on
both strip surfaces r = a-  and r = a ÷. For this reason the coupling of both types of Stewartson 
layers at z = h differs from Foster's problem. The outer part of the layer, with typical thick- 
ness El~ 4, will prove to be independent of  the strip height h, in contrast with the inner part, 
of  typical thickness E l/a. In order to carry a mass flux this 1/3-layer has to possess asingularity 
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Figure 1. Geometrical configuration. Lengths have been made dimensionless with the radius L of the 
cylinder; shear layers are denoted by broken lines. 11 (0 < r < a, 0 < z < H) and 12 (a < r < 1, 0 < z < H) are 
both interior regions, in which the flow is geostrophic. 
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at the strip edge r = a, z = h. Since the 1/3-layer parts in 0 < z < h and h < z < H do not match 
smoothly at z =h,  an intermediate region at h-  <z  <h ÷ will be necessary, which will be dis- 
cussed in Sec. 5. This intermediate regions forms a new feature in rotating boundary layer 
theory.* Because of its strong analogy to the usual Ekman layer, it is called here 'quasi-Ekman 
layer'. 
2. Formulation of the problem 
Relative to a uniformly rotating frame of reference, the equations governing the motion of  an in- 
compressible homogeneous fluid of  density p and kinematic viscosity p, are (see e.g. Green- 
span [4]): 
bq___*_* + (q*.V*)q* + 2I'~ x q* = - 1 V 'P*  + vV*~q *, (2.1a) 
at* p 
V *-q* = 0, (2.1b) 
where q*, p*, t*, ~2 respectively represent velocity, pressure, time, and the rotation vector of  
the system. 
Let L, ~2 -1 , U denote the typical length, time and relative velocity of the fluid motion so 
that the governing equations can be written in a nondimensional form: 
aq  + Ro(q.V)q + 2k x q = -Vp  +EV2q,  (2.2) 
at 
7 .q = 0, (2.3) 
In fact, a similar region is considered in unpublished work by J. A. Johnson (private communication) 
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where k = fl/I2 is the unit vector of rotation. Two dimensionless variables appear: the Rossby 
number Ro = U/DJ,, and the Ekman number E = v/D,L 2. In steady axisymmetrie flow with 
small Rossby number the velocity components (u, v, w) in a cylindrical polar coordinate system 
(r, 0, z) obey, from (2.2) and (2.3), the equations 
-2v -  ap + E(~u-  u - - --ar ~-) '  (2.4a) 
2u = E(72 v - -~2 )' (2.4b) 
0 - ap + E V 2 w, (2.4c) 
Oz 
1 a + 15v =0,  (2.4d) 
r 0--7 (ru) az 
with 
~72 = a 2 1 i~ a 2 
ar~ + r ~ + az - -5 -  " 
The boundary conditions for (2.4) can be formulated (see Figure 1) as: 
z=0 , 0<r<l  : q=(0,0,0) ,  (2.5a) 
z=H , 0<r<l  : q=(0 , r ,0 ) ;  
r= l  , 0<z<H : q=(0,1,0) ,  (2.5b) 
r=a , 0<z<h : q=(0,0,0).  
3. The interior solut ion and the Ekman layers 
In the interior, that is outside boundary layers of Stewartson or Ekman type, the velocity com- 
ponents and pressure may be expanded in the following perturbation series 
u = u f )  ul (1) + #.  , /2 )  + . . . . . .  
v = vz(°) + E~, vz(l) + E~ vz(2) + . . . . . .  
w=E~w1(°)+E~,wi(]) + E wi(2) + . . . . . .  
p = pi (°) +E~ pi( l )  
(3.1) 
+ E~ p1 (2) + . . . . . .  
where the index I denotes 'interior'. Substitution of these expansions and letting E -~ 0 reduces 
(2.4) to 
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_2v /0  = _ a__ p f ) ,  
0r 
0 pt(O = 0, ui(O = O, 
, 3wI(i) 1 O (rUl(i)) + E~ 
r Or Oz 
- 0, for i = 0, 1,2. (3.2) 
From these equations we deduce 
_a  v f )  = __ap (o= o, 
0z 0z I 
(3.3) 
known as the 'Taylor-Proudman'-theorem. 
The Ekman layers at z = 0, z =H may be analysed in the usual way with u E, v E, PE of O(1) 
and w e of O(E~ ), obeying 
_2vE_ OP____E_E + E 02uE (3.4a) 
0r 0z 2 ' 
O 2 VE (3.4b) 2u E = E ~ , 
0= ape 0z ' (3.4c) 
1 0 ( rUe)+E~ owe - 0. (3.4d) 
r 0r 0z 
These equations provide as constraint on the adjacent flow, the Ekman suction condition 
wx= (n .k )~ O 
2r ~'r { r(vr, - V) } (3.5) 
where n is the outward normal to the concerning rigid wall, and V denotes the swirl velocity 
of  this boundary. The velocities in the adjacent flow region are denoted by the suffix Z. Since 
in our case V(z = 0) = 0 and V(z =H)=r ,  the Ekman suction conditions for the interior flow 
become: 
wz(i ) = + 1 a H - 2"--; O'---; { r (vz ( i ) -  V)} for z=(1  z- 1) . (3.6) 
The solution for the interior motion, subject to the conditions (2.5b) for r = 1, and (3.6), is to 
leading order 
, _ t (3 .7 )  [/i (0) = O, VI (0) = i r, wz(°) 2 • 
According to this solution the interior motion is a rigid-body rotation with angular velocity 
equal to the arithmetric average of both top and bottom plane rotation rates. Besides, a weak 
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axial motion of O(E~)  is induced by the differential Ekman suction, directed towards the faster 
rotating disk. It can be seen from (3.7) that the tangential velocity cannot be zero for r = a, 
0 < z < h (due to the no-slip condition on the strip surface), and because of the Taylor-Proud- 
man theorem (3.3) we must conclude that a vertical shear layer is necessary to bring vi(°) to 
zero at r = a. Solving the equations (3.4) yields for lower resp. upper Ekman layer 
u e = - ~ r e-rsin~ " with ~" =zE -~,  
v E ~r  {1-e -~cos~ "}
(3.8a) 
l e -~" sin~" I with ~ = (H - z )E  -4 ,  u E = 5r  
1 
v E = ~ r {1 + e-~'cos~ "} 
(3.8b) 
from which may be calculated the radial Ekman transports 
rE¼ Qrad(Z = 0)= r4 E~,  Qrad(z=n)=+ .~ (3.9) 
expressing the phenomenon that the faster rotating disk acts as a centrifugal fan. 
4. The Stewartson layer 
As stated in See. 3, the interior tangential velocity v I must be matched to zero on the cylin- 
drical plane r = a. This can be accomplished by two 1/4-layers at r = a-, a ÷ which run, indepen- 
dent of the height of the strip, from z = 0 to z = H. It will become clear that a thinner 1/3-layer 
will be needed. The 1/3-layer equations, however, must be solved separately in the regions 
0<z<h and h <z  <H.  Since these solutions do not match smoothly at z =h,  an "inter- 
mediate region" is needed. This domain possesses ome characteristic features of the usual 
Ekman layer, and is therefore called here "quasi-Ekman layer". 
a. the 1/4-layer 
For this shear layer we expand q and p into the following perturbation series: 
t 0 
u(r,z~) = g" ~ )(~,z) 
v(r,z~) = V(°)(~,z) 
-~ o w(r,z;E) = E "I4 I ( ) (~ ,z )  
+ e~v") (~,z )  + . . . . .  
1_ 1 
+ E" # )(~,z) + . . . . .  
.l 
+ E 'W( l ) (~,z )  + . . . . .  
p(r,z;E) = E ~ P(O)(~,z) + E ~ p(1)(~,z) + . . . . .  
where ~ = (r - a )E " 
Substitution of these expansions in the basic equations (2.4) leads to 
(4.1) 
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21:(o)= aP (°) 2VO)= i)P 0)  2V(2)= 
U(°)=O, 2U(I)= a2v (0) 2u(2)= a2v (1) 
a/j2 , a/j2 
ap(°) ap (1) ap (2) a2 W (0) 
- - = 0 , ~  = 0 , ~  = 
az az az a~ 2 ' 
~v(°---2 =o, a,Y'____~ + iv(o)+ ~w(°___~ ~ =o, 
a~ a~ a az 
ap( 2 ) 
a~ ' 
I av  ( ° )  - - +  
a a~ 
!uo) 
a 2 
while the Ekman suction conditions (3.5) can be written as 
(4.2a) 
(4.2b) 
(4.2c) 
_ _  aN (1) - - -  u (°)  + au(2)  + - - =  o, 
a~ az 
(4.2d) 
or (°) W(°)= -+ ~ a~ ' 
l i t )V(°)  1 I 1 1 w(l)= -+ ~ - -T  + _~O)a + (~~) '  
w(2)= -+ : l - - -W + -~ ' ) - - -v~°)  a a 2 ' 
(4.3a) 
(4.3b) 
(4.3c) 
1(1 T- 1)H. atz=~ 
For ~ ~ +- ~ the 1/4-layer solutions have to match the interior solution (3.7), while at 
= 0 matching to the thinner 1/3-layer is demanded. For the (U (1), V (°), W (°)) velocity field 
we deduce from (4.2a) - (4.2d) 
a a v (°) 2 av  (°) 
a~ a H a~ 
= 0, (4.4) 
the solutions of which are 
V(+°)(~) = CI exp~-~V-~- )+ C~ (~>0),  (4.5a) 
C I  exp (+~1/ -~)+ C~ (~ <~0). (4.5b) 
+ 1 Applying the conditions at ~ -* -+ ~ we obtain C2 = C~ = ~ a. The constants £ff are to be 
determined using the equations for the 1/3-layer interior to the two 1/4-layers, as Stewartson 
[8] has pointed out. The way in which this carried out, depends on the geometry of the con- 
cerning flow problem. In the split-disk problem of Stewartson [7 ] the conditions for determining 
C + are that V and a v/(a~) should be continuous at ~ = 0. The jump conditions for the 1/4-layers 
in the rising disk problem of Moore & Saffman [6] are V and 82 V/(O~ 2) being continuous on 
= 0, implicating that av[(a,~) is discontinuous at~ = 0. 
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It can be verified that in the present case the jump conditions take this latter form, and after 
using the appropriate Ekman suction conditions (4.3), one obtains 
V(2)(/j) = ~a{1-exp( - / jV~-H2- - )} ,  
V(°)(/j) = ~a {1-exp(+/5~)} ;  
W(+°)(~,z)= 'a 1 27 /z  t~ [ ) ,  +  10xp + 
_ , z 0+g) -  I¢(0) (~j,Z)= + ~a V~( -~- -  ~)exp  
(4.6a) 
(4.6b) 
We note that 
_ lAo) and a 2 v(°)/(a~ 2) are continuous at ~ = 0, 
- avt°)/(a~) is discontinuous at~ = 0. 
-- W (°) is neither continuous at ~ = 0, nor does it satisfy the no-slip condition W (°) (~ = 0) = 0 
at 0<z<h,  
-- the vertical O (E 2 )-transports in the 1/4-layers, 
+at +)++ ~+ f°~w_(°'(+,z)~_- + 
e+ f:~)(+,z)a,=- ½o(-~- ½)~+, 
are balanced by the local Ekman transports (3.9) at z = 0 and z = H for r = a. The net 
I 
vertical O(E ~).transport in the 1/4-1ayer appears to be zero. 
In the 1/3-layer analysis we shall use these properties of the 1/4-layer, and derive conditions 
for the 1/3-layer from it. In the analysis of the 1/3-layer later in this section, we shall need also 
the velocity lA 1 ) in the 1/4-layer, which has to satisfy, from (4.2a) - (4.2d), the equation 
aav (') 2 al t ' )  _ 2 a2v (°) 2 v (O)__2  (4.7) 
a~ 3 H a~ a a~ 2 + ~ H " 
This equation possesses the following solutions with exponential decay for large I ~1 : 
<~)(~) =D~ + ~ +D~ exp( -  ~ V~)  + ¼~ exp( -  ~ ) ,  
l l l )(~j)=D~'+ ½~ +D2 exp(+~V~---~ ) -  ¼~J exp(+/J~H2-- ) , 
(4.8a) 
(4.8b) 
where D~ and D~ are integration constants, to be determined from matching to the interior 
(~ -+ --- ~) and the inner 1/3-layer (~ + -+ 0). 
From (4.8) follows: 
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V(+ ' ) (li = O) =OF + D~ = constant, 
V(~ ) ( ~ = O)=Dr + D ~ = constant. 
We shall use this result in the discussion of the l/3-1ayer. 
161 
(4.9a) 
(4.9b) 
b. the 1/3-layer 
In this inner layer the velocity components and the pressure are expanded in powers of E 1/12 :
U =E4112'~ (0) + ES/12'Xdu(1) +E6112~'~ "42) + ET/12u ~'(3) + . . . . .  
V = '~(0) +El/12'~'v(l) +E2/12v'~'(2) +E3/12v%(3) + . . . . .  
W = ~[(O) +EI/12W~(I) + E2/12{~'(2) +E3/12w%(3) + . . . . .  
p=e4/12~ (O) +ES/12p ~(I )  -I.-E6]I2p ~'(2) -I.-ET/12p ~'~(3) -I- . . . . .  
and substitution i  the basic equations (2.4) results in 
2V,~(n ) = a~n)  
at/ ' 
2U %(n) = a2'~(n___~ ) 
b~/2 ' 
ap~ n) a2~(n) 
az a,o 2 ' 
a'~e,) a~(,,) 
an az 
(4.10a) 
(4.10b) 
(4.10c) 
= O, (4.10d) 
for n = 0,1,2,3, where ,1 = ( r -  a)E-1/3 is the 1/3-1ayer coordinate. Combination of (4.10a) -
(4.10d) leads to 
(a--~g-6 + 4-~-z~ ) (v~n), ~v(n)) = O. (4.11) 
These quations (4.11) must be solved using boundary conditions derived from the 1/4-layer- 
solutions. 
As IA°)(~) could be made continuous at ~ = 0, h <z  <H and satisfying the no-slip condi- 
tion for ~ = 0, 0 < z < h, the (n = 0)-velocity field in the 1/3-layer plays an unimportant, passive 
role. The (n = 1)-field, however, is important in order to remove the discontinuity in a IA°)/a~, 
since 
E" "v  ~ av (°) ~ av ° )  
ar a~ an 
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In fact this (n = 1)-field gives the structure of the 1/3-layer. It can be concluded that the (n = 2)- 
field is not needed, since a 2 lA°)/a~2 is continuous at ~ = 0. Another reason for the abscence of 
this (n = 2)-field is the fact hat the total vertical O(E~ )-transport in the Stewartson layer must 
be zero. This can be proved by considering the net O(E~ ) mass flow through a horizontal plane 
at arbitrary z, including contributions of both interiors 11 ,/2 and the Stewartson layers at r = 1 
and r = a. The (n = 3)-velocity field will be necessary in order to match W (°) to the no-slip con- 
dition W (°) (~ = 0) = 0 on 0 < z < h, besides to remove the discontinuity in W (°) at ~ = 0, 
h<z<H.  
The {~(l), ~O )).solution on h <z <H. 
In the free part (h <z  </-/) of  the 1/3-layer we divide the solution domain into two parts: 
- oe < r/~< 0 and 0 ~< 7/< + oo. At r/= + 0 we demand continuity for the velocities and their first 
derivatives. Because of the jump in av(°) /a~ the continuity conditions then become 
v~(+ 1 )(n = 0 ÷) =~'O )(r/= 0-), (4.12a) 
Or/ r /=0 ÷= 0----~'-" r/= 0 - '  (4.12b) 
~(+I )(r/= 0 ÷) = ~(_1 )(r/= 0 -), (4.12c) 
whereas 
r/-,_+oo: ~1)--,0, ~0)- ,0.  (4.13) 
It can be easily verified, that the Ekman suction condition at z =H in this particular case takes 
the following form: 
~(1) (r/,/-/) = 0. (4.14a) 
Again considering the total mass flow in the cylinder through a horizontal plane at arbitrary z, 
now for O(ES/12), the total vertical O(ES/12)-transport in the Stewartson layer at r = a appears 
to be zero; so another condition can be formulated: 
f_+~( l )(77, z)dr/= O. (4.15) 
It appears that the discontinuity in + 0v ~( 1 )/0r/ leads to singular behaviour of ~v(1 ) (r/, h). The 
combination of (4.15) and the continuity at r/= 0 of  v~tl)(r/,z) and its derivatives, except of 
course 0~ (1)/0r/, yields 
~,(1)(n, h)= Ca '(n). (4.14b) 
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The unknown strength C of  this singularity depends on the jump in 0~ '(l )/Or/, and will be deter- 
mined later. By transformation techniques or by separation of  variables the solutions of  (4.11) 
which satisfy the conditions (4.12) - (4.15) are 
Y(+~)(n, z) = 
3(H - h) n=l -% 
2____5_c 
'v'O)(rt 'z) = 3(H-  h) n~=, ( - l )n  
- 'Yn 
2C ~ (-1) n 
~q(+I)(n'Z) = 3(H - h )  n=l  ~l 
-2C ~ (-1) n 
~(_')(n,~)= 3(H- h) .--, "r-----~ 
1 3 where a n = ~Tnr/%/ 
2C ~ (-1)n c°s(nrt Z-H~e-'rnn+e-]Vnn (c°s'~n-%/3sinan)}  h].[ 
~ e o s  rt ~- / -~-}  ~ e e~'nn(eosan+ 
(4.16a) 
( n z -H \ ' -vnn  ' } sin ~ --ff-~ } t-e + e -~'rn n (cOSan-Vr3 sin an) 
sin(mr-~_~){-e'tnn+e ~nn (cOSan + %/3" sinan)}, 
(4.16b) 
3 = 2nn/(H - h). and "In 
From (4.16a) we deduce 
0~( 1 ) 
a,/ 
n z -H)  _ -2C  Z ( -1 )  n cos rt (4.17a) 
7?=0 + (H-h)  n=l -~  ' 
_ +2C ~ (_ l )ncos  rt (4.17b) 
r /=0-  (H-h) n=l ~ " 
Using the property of  Fourier series (see Lighthill [5 ]), 
- ~ (_ l )ncos nrrx l m=+** =-3+1 Z 
n=l  l m=- - ,~  
8 {x - (2m-  1)l}, 
the summation term in (4.17) can be written as 
( ) +" z -H  1 ( -1)ncos mr = +(H-h)  Z 8{(z -H)  (2m 1)(H h)}, 
,=1 ~ - :  - - - /'n------ oo 
which represents an infinite series of  delta functions in the points z = -+ 2m(H - h) + h. These 
singular points lie just outside the region h < z < H *; therefore we may write 
~=, (n z -H)  ' (h<z<H). n ( -1 )  n cos rr ~ - -~  
* In fact the singularity 8(z - h) lies just on the dge z -- h of the interval h < z < H; the edge z = h,how- 
ever, is shielded by a transition region h- < z < h ÷ (see Sec. 5). 
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The jump in a~ 'O ) /~t / fo l lows  f rom the oppos i te  jump in avt°)/a~,which can be deduced f rom 
(4.6a):  
a 'c+ 
- 1 2 
a'n n=0 ÷ =-  ~ n= 0_ =-~a i f ,  
Voo.0T 1 
T - . I O  
2~ 
z=0.3  
. . . . . .  z--0.4 
. . . . . . . . .  z=0.7 
.3, 
.2 
~.°  " " ° ° I 
\ I 
/ S 
I .~(I) 
I ° ° %' '  ° , °  % ° ,  
(4 .18)  
Figure 3. Velocity profiles of Vco m_ = V (0) + E 1/12'~(1) and~( l )  for H= 1,a = .5, h = .33,E = 10 -s . The 
straight solid line depicts the interior ~elocity v I = ~r • = "~ (a + tie 1/3). 
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and making use o f  (4.17), (4.18) we fred 
C= - ~a(H- h) V~H " (4.19) 
The strength ICI of  the singularity in ~( ]  )(7, h) appears to increase with increasing radius a, or 
decreasing strip height h. 
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Figure 4. Velocity profiles of Vcomp = I A0) + E l / l  2~1 ) and ~g(l) for H = 1, a = .5, h = .25, E = 10 -s . The 
1 ! straight solid line depicts the interior velocity v 1 = ~ r =-1 (a + tie I/3). 
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Now the velocities v~(l) and ~y(1) as given by (4.16) and (4.19) are fully determined. Figures 
3 and 4 show velocity profiles of Vomposite = g (0) + EI/12'~ (1) and ~( l )  for different values 
ofzC~ h). 
The ( v ~1) ,  w~ l ))-solution on 0 < z < h 
Again we have to solve (4.11) in two separate regions, now subject o the following conditions: 
'17=-+0 : V'~(1)-----O,~ (I) = O, 
rt--,,+oo : ~x) -~O,~v( ' )~ O; 
(4.20) 
z=0 : ~v(~)(n, 0) = 0, 
z=h : ~( ' ) (n ,h )=C~' (n) ;  
(4.21) 
f o-,,,(,),_ = 0 w_ ~.,z)an + (4.22) 
Once again we assume ~v(l)01, h) to behave like 8'(rl),just as in the 1/3-layer part on h <z  <H.  
There will occur an "intermediate region" at h-<z<h ÷, as will be shown later, but this 
"layer" is too thin, thickness of order E 1/2, to absorb the 8 ' (r~) singularity. We will return to 
this point in the next section. The procedure of solving (4.11) is straight forward, and results in: 
=-4c  
71'~ t'l=l 
( -1)  n nTrz -½Onn . 1 
n /3cos --h-- e slni/3nnV~- , 
~ l ) (n ,z )  = +4C ~ (-1)n/~cos n~z ~O,n . 1^ ~A- 
- Irv~" .=1 ~ "---h--- e sln~/Jnrl~/.~; 
(4.23a) 
4C ~ ( -1 ) " . .  n,z -~#: ,  l 
~(+l)(~'g)-- 7l.~v~ n=l /'/ Pnsm---h--- e sm~/]n~vr3, 
~,(')(n,z) 4c ~ ( -1 ) " , .  n,z  ~: .  1 = rt~/~-n=l ~ PnSm---~- e sm~/3nrl~/3-, 
(4.23b) 
where/33n =2n~r[h and C are given by (4.19). 
Considering the solutions (4.16) and (4.23) for the free resp. attached parts of the 1/3-layer, 
it appears that both tangential velocities v~1)  do not match smoothly at z = h. The coupling 
of both v ~l)-solutions has to take place in a thin layer, an "intermediate domain", in which 
derivatives in axial direction are assumed to be considerable. This will be worked out in Sec. 5. 
The (v ~(3 ), ~(3 ))-solution on O < z <H.  
This (n = 3)-velocity field of the 1]3-layer exists in order to remove the discontinuity in W (°) 
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on ~ = O, h < z <H and to match W(°)(~ = 0) to zero on the rigid strip surface 77 = 0, 0 <z < h. 
• '%, 3 Since V (1) and ~'(3) are of the same order of magmtude, v ( ) possibly has to match V (1) (~ = 0), 
as given by (4.9), to zero at r/= 0, 0 < z < h. Another condition follows from the fact that the 
total vertical O(ETIt2)-transport in this Stewartson layer has to be zero. This can be shown by 
considering the total vertical transport of O(E 7112) in the cylinder at arbitrary z, including con- 
tributions of both interiors and the Stewartson layers at r = 1 and r = a. Equation (4.11) has to 
be solved subject o some boundary conditions, which we can formulate as: 
,7=o,o<z  <h : = o+) + = o+) o-) + = o - )=o,  
(4.24a) 
rl = O, 0 <z < h : ~v(+3 > (r/= 0 +) + I4,'(2 )(~j = O+)=~v(3) ( r / _  = 0-) + W(°> / j _  = 0 +) = O, 
(4.24b) 
r/= 0, h < z < H : ~v(+ 3 )(r/= 0 ÷ ) + W (°)(~ = 0 +) : ~(3_ )(r/= 0-) + W (°_) (~ = 0+), 
(4.24c) 
z = 0 and z =H : ~(3)(r/, 0) = ~v(a)(r/, H)  = 0, (4.25) 
0<z  <H:  f ?~ ~(_3)07,z)d~) + j~o**~w(+a)(~,z)d~/= 0. (4.26) 
Boundary condition (4.25) expresses the Ekman suction condition at the boundaries of both 
Ekman layers. 
Following the same procedure as before, we derive for the velocity components: 
v~(2)(r/'z) = n=l ~ an cos -~ le -~nn-e ¼"lnn(cOsan-x/3sino~ ) } 
- { ' } n 7rz  ~'nr /  ~ "Yn r/ 
v~a)(n,z)= Z a cos---H-- e -e  (cost~n-X/3sina ) • 
- -  ?1=1 n 
~v(+3)07, z )= ~ a sin nTrz e +e (cOS~n-X/Ssmt~n) ~ 
- n----I n ~ 
~v(3)(~,z)= _**Z a sin n~rz { "In n ~'tnn. =-  "} - n=i n 7 e +e (cosan+X/3 sinctn) , 
(4.27a) 
(4.27b) 
where 
a ~ (-1)  n + 1 t 3 3 =2nn/H.  
an - 41r n ' C~n = i ?n~l  X/-3' ?n 
One can verify that 
a V~ ~ = ( -1)n+l  sin nTrz 
=~ a V~H 2_ ~ _1 si n_2nnz  =~ a_ i f ( ' -  H )  
2---~ n=l n H 2 i , 
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so (4.27b) obeys (4.24c). It is easily shown that the other boundary conditions (4.24a) and 
(4.24b) are satisfied as well, giving V(+ 1 )(~ = 0 ÷) = V(_ 1 )(~ = 0- )  = 0. 
The (~3) ,  ~(3)).solution appears to be independent of the strip height h; in other words, 
the (no-slip) conditions (4.24a) and (4.24b) are also satisfied in h < z < H. So the velocities 
(4.27) are not affected by the strip height, and no singularity at z = h is introduced in the (n = 3)- 
field. 
5.  The  "quas i -Ekman layer"  
As stated before in the 1/3-layer analysis, an intermediate region is necessary to match both 
' =h  + ~'(~)(rt - ,  ~)~0,  tangential 1/3-layer velocity components v ( ) at z = h = and z . Since + 
the intermediate layer only exists for la - r I" '  E 113 ,and fades away for 7/~ -+ ~.  
Assuming the axial dimension to be small, derivatives in axial direction may be considerable 
in order to accomplish the coupling of the 1/3-layer solutions. The intermediate domain is then 
defined by 
I z -h l<E l l  2, El/3 < la - r  I <ES/12 (5.1) 
because, as we will show by transport considerations later in this section, at the strip edge a 
singular egion of dimensionsE 1/2 x E s112 must exist (see Figure 5). 
Now we introduce a set of  characteristic coordinates 
~=(z -h)E  -~, ~=(r -a )E  -U3, (5.2) 
| ! 
| t 
| E 1 /3  , 
,, 
:t .......... .............. i E t P t .+  , + . . . . . . . . . . . .  _l_ ~ . . . . .  .., z=h , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  _ 
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /~ / / / / /  / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
I 
I 
I 
Figure 5. Structure of the quasi-Ekman layer at z = h. The shaded section indicates the singular region. 
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and expand the velocity components and pressure into the following perturbation series: 
U=EII12~(1) 
v=EIII2F(I) 
w=E3112~(1) 
p =glll2p (I) 
+ E2112~(2) + . . . .  
+ E21~-#(~) + . . . ,  
+ E4/12~ (2) + . . . .  
+ E~I~ (~) + . . . .  
(5.3) 
In order to accomplish the matching of the tangential velocities ~)41 ) at z = h- and z = h +, we 
Smcew ( )(n,h +) 07,h-) choose the leading term in they-expansion asbeingofO(Elll~). " ~ i =~v(l) 
= 0 for r/4= 0, owing to the 5' (r/) - like behaviour ofw ~ l  )(r/, h), there is no need for choosing 
~(1) ~,O(ES#2). Substitution of the expansions (5.3) into the basic equations (2.4) yields 
--2 ~q)/8~ = 03uq)/O~ "3, (5.4a) 
2 ~q) = a2~q)/~)~ 2 , (5.4b) 
apq)/a~ = 0, (SAc) 
i} -u q) /arl + ~,  q) /8~ = O, (5.4d) 
for ] = 1,2. Because of the strong analogy between these expressions and the governing equa- 
tions (3.4) of the usual Ekman layer, the intermediate layer will be referred to as "quasi-Ekman 
layer". 
The solution of these equations (5.4) is standard and yields 
-(1)u+ = al(r~)e -O+i)r  +a2(~7)e -O- i )~,  
~(1) = aa(~)e(l+i)[ +a,~O1)eO-O~. 
-0 )  
1~+ = 
(5.5a) 
-~(1) 
- /a l  (r/) e-(1 +i)~ + t~2 0/)-b (l - i)~ + ,~¢(1 )(~, h +) 
-/as (rl) e 0 +i)~ +/a4 (~) e (1 -i)[ + v~l )(r/, h -), 
(5.5b) 
where the indices +- denote the cases ~"/> 0 resp. ~" ~< 0. Requiring continuity of ~ (1), ~ (1) and 
their ~'-derivatives at ~" = 0 determines the integration "constants" a m (r/), resulting in 
u(+l)(r/, ~') = -f(r/) e -l" sin ~', 
(1)(n, ~') = - f (~)  e~ sin ~; 
(5.6a) 
v?)Ol,~) = -f(~) e-g cos ~ + '~(1)(r/,h+), 
~O)(r/,~') = f(r/)e~'cos ~'+'~O)(n,h-), 
(5.6b) 
with 
f(r/) = ½ {~'(1)(r/, h+) - ~(l)(r/, h -) }. 
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As we have seen before, a vertical O(ES/12)-transport takes place in the (V %(1), ~'v(l))-field of 
the 1/3-layer. However, according to the expansions (5.3), the transport-integral 
fo  CV ") drl 
never can be of O (E s/12). This means that the O (E s#2)-transport between both 1/3-layer parts 
(0 < z < h-  and h ÷ < z < H)  has to take place in a singular egion at r/= 0. The existence of this 
singularity is directly connected with e 8 ' (r/)-like behaviour of ~(1 ) (r/, h). 
In the singular egion we assume ~ = ~( l  ) + . . .  and demand 
f ~dp = O(ESI12), (5.7) 
where p is the characteristic lateral coordinate. The only possibility is that p "~ O(ES#2), so 
that the singularity occurs in a region of dimensions E 1/2 x E s/12 . The smooth out this singu- 
larity in z direction would require a aw]bz of order E -sll2. This must be balanced by bu/ar 
and because a/ar "~ E -s/12 in the singularity region, radial velocities of unit order would be 
produced. These are much larger than the radial velocities in the surrounding 1/3-layer and in 
the interior. No large radial velocities are required if we rule out the smoothing of the singular- 
ity in z-direction and assume that, like the w~O)-field in h <z  <H,  also the ~O).f ield in 0 <z  
< h behaves like/i ' (r/) when z approaches h.* 
In the previous section we calculated the (v ~(3), ~v (3)) - velocity field in the 1/3-layer, 
which turned out to be independent of the strip height h. In the quasi-Ekman layer the vertical 
velocity e(1) is of 0(E3#2), so is of the same order of magnitude as ~,(a). Now we wonder 
whether this intermediate layer is affecting the h-independent ~v(a)-solution i the 1/3-layer. 
Integrating (5.4d) successively with respect o ~" and r~ we obtain 
f t /£  ~ ~(1) oo ~(1)~ 
-.1- f__+~ w(l)(r= -1-oo) dr/- f._+~ W(I)(~ :-o°) dT/=O, 
(5.8) 
and using (5.6), (4.16) and (4.23) this can be written as 
= +oo) an= w(l)(r =--°°) d~.  (5.9) 
Since 
lim ~(~)(~, f)=~(3)(~,h+), ~---. +~ 
lira ~(1 )(~/, ~.) = "~(3)(,Q, h-), 
This assumption is similar to adopting asort of Kutta condition like in Moore & Saffman [6]. 
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(5.9) expresses the fact that the vertical O(ET/12)-transport in the 1/3-layer is not affected by 
the presence of the quasi-Ekman layer at h -  < z < h ÷. 
6. Conclu~on 
As we have seen, due to the presence of  a thin strip of  small height fixed upon the bottom disk, 
a Stewartson layer occurs that is partially free, partially attached. The 1/4-layer appears to be 
independent of  the strip height h, owing to its quasi-geostrophic character. The 1/3-layer 
problem, however, has to be solved in two separate intervals 0 < z < h and h < z < H, in order 
to satisfy the no-slip condition at the strip surface. Since the 1/3-layer velocities v ~1)  do not 
match at z = h, an intermediate layer had to be introduced. The structure of  this intermediate 
region turns out to be analogous to the usual Ekman-layer structure. The difference lies in the 
fact that this quasi-Ekman layer is free, in contrast with a usual Ekman layer, which is always 
attached to some solid horizontal boundary. 
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